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Here we present a neutron scattering-based study of magnetic excitations and magnetic order in NaYbO2
under the application of an external magnetic field. The crystal electric field-split J = 7/2 multiplet structure
is determined, revealing a mixed |mz〉 ground state doublet and is consistent with a recent report Ding et al. [1].
Our measurements further suggest signatures of exchange effects in the crystal field spectrum, manifested by a
small splitting in energy of the transition into the first excited doublet. The field-dependence of the low-energy
magnetic excitations across the transition from the quantum disordered ground state into the fluctuation-driven
ordered regime is analyzed. Signs of a first-order phase transition into a noncollinear ordered state are revealed
at the upper-field phase boundary of the ordered regime, and higher order magnon scattering, suggestive of
strong magnon-magnon interactions, is resolved within the previously reported up-up-down phase. Our results
reveal a complex phase diagram of field-induced order and spin excitations within NaYbO2 and demonstrate
the dominant role of quantum fluctuations cross a broad range of fields within its interlayer frustrated triangular
lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The triangular lattice antiferromagnet is a long-studied
archetype of geometrically-driven magnetic frustration. It
has been widely explored both experimentally and theoreti-
cally with goals to realize unconventional ground states that
may arise from tailoring the degree of frustration, underlying
anisotropies, and quantum fluctuations inherent to the mo-
ments decorating the magnetic lattice [3–10]. While in the
ideal Heisenberg limit, both classical and quantum moments
develop three-sublattice 120◦ order [11, 12], perturbing away
from this limit realizes a rich phase space. In particular, the
search for conditions that realize ground states disordered by
quantum fluctuations remains of sustained interest, with pro-
posed phases ranging from ”resonating valence bond” states
[3, 4, 13], to quantum dimer phases [14–16], to a variety of
spin liquid phases [17–25], some of which may realize long-
range entanglement. However, finding pristine material sys-
tems to match many of these models remains an outstand-
ing challenge, as effects in real materials such as orbital or-
dering [26–28], Jahn-Teller distortions [29, 30], anisotropic
exchange [31–34], and exchange disorder [35–38] can either
induce order, quench the moments entirely, or reduce the di-
mensionality to quasi-1D.
Studies of several classes of rare earth oxides have re-
cently shown that model planes of equilateral triangles of 4f
moments form in a high symmetry setting ideal for study-
ing quantum fluctuations within this system. Rare earth lan-
thanides with the YbFe2O4 structure-type (YbMgGaO4 [17,
39–46] and TmMgGaO4 [47–49]) realize a spin Hamiltonian
with spin-orbit entangled Ln3+ moments (Ln=lanthanide) and
anisotropic exchange couplings. At low temperatures, quan-
tum spin liquid states have been proposed [17, 50], and ex-
periments suggest the absence of long-range magnetic order
in select compounds. The archetypal material in this class
is YbMgGaO4, originally proposed as a quantum spin liquid
(QSL) candidate due its lack of long-range magnetic order and
the observation of a low-temperature continuum of magnetic
excitations; however the influence of innate chemical disorder
within its lattice complicates this interpretation.
Disorder in YbMgGaO4 arises from two equally intermixed
Mg2+:Ga3+ layers that reside between the trivalent Yb-ion
triangular sheets. This alters the local chemical environment
about the YbO6 octahedra and introduces exchange disor-
der, and some recent studies have suggested the formation of
a weakly-bound spin glass ground state that freezes at low
temperatures [38, 51]. However, competing interpretations
of YbMgGaO4 have also proposed that the chemical disor-
der may enhance quantum fluctuations in favor of a spin liq-
uid state[52]. Other experiments failed to resolve a true spin
freezing in this system [53, 54] and are instead consistent
with persistent fluctuating valence bonds at the lowest tem-
peratures measured. While the exact nature of its magnetism
remains in dispute, studies of YbMgGaO4 and related variants
in the YbFe2O4 materials family have provided a clear ratio-
nal behind searching for quantum disorder in strongly spin-
orbit coupled Jeff = 1/2 Ln-ion systems on the triangular
lattice.
Building from this, an alternate family of the form ALnX2
(A = alkali ion, Ln = Lanthanide ion, X = chalcogen an-
ion) has been identified. These compounds are comprised of
triangular planes populated with trivalent Ln ions, and exper-
iments have reported that select variants host a quantum dis-
ordered magnetic ground state [1, 2, 55–63]. The key appeal
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2FIG. 1. (a) The NaYbO2 structure (R3¯m, 1.6K [2]) contains alternating layers of equilateral triangular YbO6 octahedra (Yb: purple, O:
orange) and Na ions (black). (b) Top-down view of the local Yb3+ D3d environment extended to two coordination shells. From the central Yb
ion, six O2−, six Na+, and six Yb3+ ions reside at 2.24, 3.35, and 3.35 A˚, respectively. (c) In the D3d environment, Yb creates four Kramers
doublets as observed from Crystalline Electric Field (CEF) fits to inelastic neutron scattering data. Listed errors correspond to instrumental
resolutions at Ei = 150 meV (solid lines) and Ei = 60 meV (dashed lines). The ground state has anisotropic g-factors of gc = 1.73 and
gab = 3.30 [2]. Dashed lines next to the first excited CEF doublet represent experimentally-observed splitting due to exhange-induced CEF
dispersions observed in Ei = 60 meV data. Intensity ratios of the second and third excitations (I2/I1, I3/I1) were obtained relative to the first
CEF state. Uncertainties specified next to energy values are the calculated instrument energy resolution at those energies.
of members of this family forming in the α-NaFeO2 structure-
type is their realization of an ideal triangular lattice of Ln ions
absent the interstitial chemical disorder.
Specifically, NaYbO2 [1, 2, 56] (Figure 1) is an intrigu-
ing candidate to realize a quantum disordered ground state.
NaYbO2, like YbMgGaO4, crystallizes in the R3¯m space
group and contains equilateral triangular layers comprised
of trigonally-distorted (D3d local point group) YbO6 octahe-
dra. However, in NaYbO2, the in-plane Yb-Yb distance is
∼ 3.35 A˚ at 1.6 K versus ∼ 3.4 A˚ in YbMgGaO4 [40–46],
resulting in an increased antiferromagnetic exchange field of
θCW = −10.3 K [2] relative to θCW = −4 K in YbMgGaO4
[40–46].
In NaYbO2, a single separating layer of Na ions renders the
interlayer Yb-Yb distance close enough to be nearly equiva-
lent with the next-nearest neighbor in-plane distance, making
interplanar interactions relevant in low-temperature exchange
models [2]. This differentiates NaYbO2 from YbMgGaO4
that contains two nonmagnetic cationic layers separating Yb
ion sheets at a larger distance. The relevant physical mod-
els for NaYbO2 and YbMgGaO4 may differ due to this dis-
tinction. In NaYbO2, the Yb sheets stack in an ABC se-
quence such that Yb ions within a given plane will project
into the center of Yb-triangles within neighboring layers such
that each interplane Yb-ion is equidistant from one another
[2]. Three equivalent, antiferromagnetically-coupled inter-
plane bonds contribute to three-dimensional geometrical frus-
tration, bringing the material out of the typically-studied
regime of purely two-dimensional triangular lattice antiferro-
magnets.
Recent work has shown that NaYbO2 does not magneti-
cally order above 50 mK in zero field and instead manifests a
low-energy continuum of spin fluctuations [1, 2, 56]. These
results are suggestive of a native, quantum disordered ground
state held by the Jeff = 1/2 triangular lattice of Yb3+
moments. The ability to push this magnetic lattice into a
fluctuation-driven up-up-down antiferromagnetic state under
modest magnetic fields (H ≈ 3 T − 5 T) makes it a unique
platform for exploring the critical phase boundary between
fluctuation-driven order and disorder.
In this paper, we explore the evolution of low-energy mag-
netic excitations across this phase boundary as well as the on-
set of long-range magnetic order under applied magnetic field.
The first part of this manuscript reviews the single-ion spin ex-
citations associated with the intramultiplet excitations within
the Yb3+ J = 7/2 manifold split by theD3d crystal field. The
ground state doublet determined is largely in agreement with
recent studies [1]; however, our data further reveal potential
exchange splitting within the crystal electric field excitation
spectrum. At lower energies, we examine the detailed field
dependence of low-energy continuum of scattering about the
Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) two-dimensional antiferromagnetic order-
ing zone center.
Our spin-wave calculations qualitatively capture the field
evolution of dynamics endemic to the up-up-down phase, and
an anomalous band of excitations above the single-magnon
3cutoff is identified in the ordered state. Upon crossing the
high-field phase boundary of the ordered state, we observe
the hysteretic onset of long-range order, suggesting the forma-
tion of a noncollinear ordered state and the presence of a first
order, high-field phase boundary prior to entering the quan-
tum paramagnetic regime. Our results demonstrate a complex
evolution of order under applied field in NaYbO2 and uncon-
ventional spin dynamics both within the low-field quantum
disordered regime as well as within the fluctuation-driven up-
up-down state.
II. METHODS
Sample preparation
Polycrystalline samples of NaYbO2 were produced via
a solid-state reaction of Yb2O3 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and
Na2CO3 (99.997%, Alfa Aesar) in a 1:1.25 molar ratio by fir-
ing at 1000 ◦C for three days followed by regrinding and refir-
ing to 1000 ◦C for 24 hrs in air. Volatility of Na2CO3 during
the reaction can be controlled via crucible size and reactant
mass. This results in NaYbO2 with a small excess of Na2CO3
(1 5%) that inhibits the reformation of magnetic Yb2O3 into
samples. Samples were stored in a dry, inert environment, and
all measurements were taken with minimal sample exposure
to the atmosphere.
Neutron scattering
Low-energy inelastic neutron scattering data were collected
on 8g of NaYbO2 powder the Disc Chopper Spectrometer
(DCS) instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research,
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and
the Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (CNCS) instrument
at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory (ORNL). A 10 T magnet, dilution insert, and inci-
dent neutrons with an incident energy Ei = 3.27 meV in
the medium-resolution chopper setting were used at DCS. A
7 T magnet, dilution insert, and incident neutrons of Ei =
3.32 meV were used for experiments at CNCS. Magnet back-
ground at CNCS was removed by subtracting scans collected
measuring an empty copper can at 1.8 K. High-energy inelas-
tic neutron scattering data were obtained at the wide Angular-
Range Chopper Spectrometer (ARCS) at the Spallation Neu-
tron Source, ORNL. Data were collected on 5g of NaYbO2
powder with two incident neutron energies of Ei = 60 meV
(Fermi 2, Fermi frequency 420 Hz) and 150 meV (Fermi 2,
Fermi frequency 600 Hz) at both 300 K and 5 K in a top load-
ing cryostat. Background scattering from the aluminum sam-
ple can was removed from this data by obtaining data at both
energies and temperatures from an empty canister.
Elastic line analyses were conducted on DCS data by inte-
grating |Q|-cuts between E = [−0.1, 0.1] meV. In this data,
no extra peaks due to Na2CO3 and superior |Q|-resolution
allowed for the determination of magnetic Bragg reflections
corresponding to the q1 = (1/3, 1/3, 0) and q2 = (0, 0, 0)
ordering wave vectors previously reported [2]. The Q =
(1/3, 1/3, 0) and Q = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peaks were tracked as
a function of field from 0 10 T and 10 0 T by fitting data
between |Q| = [1.2, 1.29] A˚−1 and |Q| = [1.38, 1.52] A˚−1,
respectively, to Gaussian functions and extracting their inte-
grated intensities.
Crystalline electric field analysis
Following Hund’s rules, the 4f13 Yb3+ ions in NaYbO2
have total angular momentum J = 7/2 (L = 3, S = 1/2).
This 8-fold degenerate (2J + 1 = 8) Yb ion state is split by
the D3d crystalline electric field (CEF) environment within
the material, which, via Kramers’ theorem, may be maximally
split into a series of four doublets. The CEF interaction is
dominated by the shell of charges closest to the central Yb
ion with diminishing perturbations by shells of charges fur-
ther away. Therefore, the primary splitting of the Yb3+ mani-
fold is due to the O2− ionic shell in the trigonally-compressed
YbO6 octahedra followed by the neighboring Yb3+ and Na+
cationic shells as shown in Figure 1b.
To minimize the number of terms in the CEF Hamiltonian,
the zˆ direction was chosen to align with the highest-symmetry
3-fold axis. In NaYbO2, this coincides with the c-axis, and
the CEF Hamiltonian is written with CEF parameters Bmn and
Steven’s operators Oˆmn [64] as:
HCEF = B
0
2Oˆ
0
2 +B
0
4Oˆ
0
4 +B
3
4Oˆ
3
4 +B
0
6Oˆ
0
6
+B36Oˆ
3
6 +B
6
6Oˆ
6
6 (1)
This Hamiltonian generates the Coulomb potential created
by charges surrounding the central Yb ion in NaYbO2 and can
include multiple ionic shells. Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
returns relative CEF levels E0, E1, E2, E3 and eigenvectors
φ±0 , φ
±
1 , φ
±
2 , φ
±
3 . The g-tensor components of the ground state
Kramers doublet are calculated with the ground state wave
functions and Lande´ g-factor (gJ = 8/7 for Yb3+) by:
gc = 2gJ | < φ±0 |Jz|φ±0 > | (2)
gab = gJ | < φ±0 |J±|φ∓0 > | (3)
When T << E1, the relative intensity of the ith level from
the ground state doublet is given by:
∑
Jx,Jy,Jz,±,∓
< φ±,∓i |{Jx, Jy, Jz}|φ±0 >2 (4)
The crystal field parameters Bmn for NaYbO2 in equation
1 can first be estimated within a simple point charge model
4FIG. 2. (a) Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectrum S(Q, ~ω) at 5 K obtained on ARCS at the Spallation Neutron Source with Ei = 150
meV. The three dashed black lines feature the three CEF excitations while the dashed white lines correspond to phonons seen in integrated cuts
in panel (b). Uncertainties specified next to energy values are the calculated instrument energy resolution at those energies. (b) Experimental
fits to |Q| = [3.0, 3.5] A˚−1 integrated cut at 5 K of the INS spectrum. Fit 1 has the lowest χ2 value to INS data (Table 1), while fit 2 closely
resembles a point charge model incorporating two coordination shells (1). (c) Inverse magnetic susceptibility of NaYbO2 at 20 Oe overlaid
with calculated inverse magnetic susceptibilities from two comparable CEF models. The mean field exchange interaction is introduced (solid
lines) to account for deviations due to strong antiferromagnetic exchange in NaYbO2 [2]. Calculated susceptibilities that do not include the
antiferromagnetic interaction (dashed lines) do not accurately reproduce the data.
and then established with fits to energy cuts through inelastic
neutron scattering data. While point charge models are rarely
accurate, they often provide as a physically-grounded starting
point to determine Bmn parameters when fitting limited scat-
tering data. The point charge model for NaYbO2 was calcu-
lated with the following formula as implemented in the crystal
field interface of Mantid Plot [65]:
Bmn =
4pi
2n+ 1
|e|2
4pi0
∑
i
qi
rn+1i
an0 < r
n > Zmn (θi, φi) (5)
The point charge model takes into account the polar loca-
tion (ri, θi, φi) of the ith charge qi relative to the central Yb
ion where< rn > is the nth order expectation value of the Yb
radial wave function, Zmn is a spherical tesseral harmonic, 0
is the permitivity of free space, |e| is the elemental charge, and
a0 is the Bohr radius. Point charge calculations including one
coordination shell (≤ 3.0 A˚; O2− ions) and two coordination
shells (≤ 3.5 A˚; O2−, Yb3+, Na+ ions) are shown in Table I.
Models were evaluated utilizing a combination of the crys-
tal field interface of Mantid Plot [65], SPECTRE [66], and nu-
merical error minimization that combined scattering data with
magnetic measurements. A general minimization procedure
[43, 67] follows this loop:
1. Initialize the Hamiltonian with a guess of CEF param-
eters, either from related compounds (e.g. YbMgGaO4
[43]) or a point charge model.
2. Diagonalize the CEF Hamiltonian 1, obtain energy
eigenvalues, ground state wave functions, g-factors, and
relative intensity ratios.
3. Calculate: χ2tot = χ
2
energies + χ
2
g + χ
2
intensities,
where: χ2 =
∑ (obs−calc)2
calc and χ
2
g reflects the devi-
ations of calculated g-factors, χ2intensities reflects the
deviation of calculated intensities of transitions, and
χ2energies reflects deviations of calculated energy lev-
els.
4. Modify CEF parameter(s) and reiterate. Accept the new
parameters if χ2tot,new < χ
2
tot,old.
This sequence was then iterated to obtain a global minimum
that best represents the observed data.
Spin wave analysis
We calculate the dynamic spin structure factor S(q, ω) as
a function of energy and momentum. The detailed derivation
has been given in [2], and here we only outline the proce-
dures. Starting from the spin model (6) (D = 0), we numeri-
cally minimize the energy to obtain the classical ground state,
and then use the standard Holstein-Primakoff method to con-
struct a spin wave Hamiltonian, the diagonalization of which
gives the magnon modes. A spin-spin correlation function is
then readily obtained, whose momentum Fourier transform
gives the desired quantity S(q, ω). Note in order to simu-
late the powder sample results, we take average over all mo-
mentum directions and then all magnetic field orientations,
and we denote the final result after the two-step average as
S(Q,ω). Note the two averages are done completely inde-
pendently. Admittedly, such a simulated spin structure factor
does not fully mimic the experimental situation, since in real-
ity the measurement just amounts to a one-time average over
5FIG. 3. (a) Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectrum S(Q, ~ω) at 5
K obtained on ARCS at the Spallation Neutron Source with Ei = 60
meV. The two dashed black lines indicate the split peak observable
at Ei = 60 meV, and the dashed white lines correspond to nearby
phonons. Uncertainties specified next to energy values are the cal-
culated instrument energy resolution at those energies. (b) |Q| inte-
grated cut of the 5 K INS spectrum from [2.5, 3] A˚−1 illustrates the
first CEF excitation in NaYbO2 is broadened by exchange-induced
CEF dispersions. Fits to two resolution-limited Gaussian peaks sep-
arated by 2.1 meV accurately capture the splitting. Instrumental res-
olution denoted by error bars beneath each peak.
the grain orientations of the powder sample, and during the av-
eraging process the rotations of the momentum and magnetic
field are locked. However, our choice of averaging is justified
by the robust spectral features observed in a large region with
easy-plane near-Heisenberg exchange.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
High-energy crystalline electric field excitations
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) data collected at T = 5
K with an Ei = 150 meV are shown in Figure 2a, revealing
three CEF excitations out of the ground state doublet. The
lowest-lying excitation is centered at E1 = 33.9 meV, which
is consistent with a well-separated ground state Kramers dou-
blet, and the second and third excited states are observed cen-
tered at E2 = 58.2 and E3 = 82.6 meV, respectively. CEF
excitation energies, integrated intensity ratios, and g-tensor
components [2] are displayed with point charge models and
CEF fits to integrated S(Q, ~ω) cuts of the data in Table I.
Models converged toward two minima labeled as “Fit 1”
and “Fit 2” shown in Table I. Fit 1 is unconstrained and has the
lowest global error, however we note that it deviates strongly
from point charge models. If the signs of the crystal field pa-
rameters (excluding B06 ) are enforced to agree with a two-
shell point charge model that includes O2−, Yb3+, and Na+
ions (PC 2 in Table I), then Fit 2 provides the best solution. It
should be noted that a point charge model incorporating only
one coordination shell of O2− ions (PC 1 in Table I) could not
be optimized to represent any of the observed data. Therefore,
the Coulomb environment surrounding Yb ions in NaYbO2 is
heavily influenced by ions beyond the first coordination shell,
consistent with recent theoretical analysis [68].
Figure 2 (b) shows a comparison of the magnetic suscepti-
bility data [2] with the two models obtained from INS analysis
calculated with the crystal field interface in Mantid Plot [65].
The susceptbility calculated from the INS fits do not fully cap-
ture the data, and instead, a modified effective susceptibility
χeff that includes antiferromagnetic exchange must be intro-
duced: χeff =
χcalc(T )
1−θCWχcalc(T ) . Here, the previously deter-
mined antiferromagnetic exchange interaction θCW = −10.3
K [2] was used in Figure 2b.
Additionally, the moment size of each model for the ground
state doublet was determined within Mantid Plot [65] via
adding a Zeeman interaction to the CEF Hamiltonian to com-
pare with the ordered moment in the up-up-down phase pre-
viously determined for NaYbO2 [2]. AtB = 5 T, the expected
powder-averaged moment of Fit 1 is 1.43 µB and of Fit 2 is
1.49 µB . These values are 5.15% and 9.56% larger than the
observed moment in our previous study of 1.36(1) µB [2], po-
tentially reflective of a fluctuation-reduced moment.
With a lower Ei = 60 meV, the INS spectrum at T = 5
K only contains a single excitation out of the lowest-lying
Kramers doublet as shown in Figure 3. In this higher energy
resolution setup, it becomes clear that the first excited doublet
consists of two asymetrically-split, resolution-limited peaks
with centers at 35.5 ± 1.3 and 33.4 ± 1.4 meV. This splitting
of approximately ∆E = 2.1 meV is too narrow to observe in
the higherEi = 150 meV data of Figure 2. For comparison, in-
strumental resolutions at both energy transfers are tabulated in
Figure 1c as errors in observed CEF excitation peak centers.
Splitting of the lowest-lying doublet is naively not allowed
in the CEF Hamiltonian from equation 1 by Kramers theo-
rem and the D3d Yb ion point group symmetry. While such
a splitting can indicate two different Yb local environments
in the lattice, earlier diffraction studies do not resolve this
or other modes of average chemical disorder[2]. Instead, the
6TABLE I. Point charge (PC) models and CEF fits for NaYbO2 compared to observed eigenergies and intensities from Ei = 150 meV INS data
and anisotropic g-factors [2] with corresponding CEF wavefunctions. PC (3.0 A˚) incorporates only O2− ions in local YbO6 D3d distorted
octahedra into calculations (one coordinate shell), while PC (3.5 A˚) additionally includes nearest-neighbor Yb3+ ions and Na+ ions (two
coordinate shells) as shown in Figure 1. Fit 1 reproduces observables with a lower χ2 value in comparison to Fit 2. However, Fit 2 resembles
the signs of PC (3.5 A˚) except B06 which is relatively small.
E1 E2 E3
I2
I1
I3
I1
gc gab χ
2 B02 B
0
4 B
0
6 B
3
4 B
3
6 B
6
6
PC (3.0 A˚) 70.5 146.4 191.5 0.037 0.033 7.86 0.36 342.0 -5.0675 0.016956 0.00015465 -0.64149 -0.00034913 0.0014353
PC (3.5 A˚) 19.2 35.8 87.5 0.588 0.061 0.83 3.44 16.5 1.6302 0.020578 0.00017436 -0.66203 -0.00022040 0.0017501
Fit 1 34.0 58.4 82.5 0.579 0.880 1.70 3.38 0.005 -0.79877 0.00085658 0.0028000 0.51143 0.011036 0.015580
Fit 2 33.8 58.3 82.5 0.574 0.845 1.68 3.48 0.012 0.28257 0.0058508 -0.00055392 -0.76448 -0.010493 0.025079
Observed 33.9 58.2 82.6 0.548 0.866 1.72 3.30
Fit 1:
|ω0,±〉 = −0.029| ∓ 1/2〉 ∓ 0.496| ± 1/2〉 − 0.578| ∓ 5/2〉 ± 0.034| ± 5/2〉 ∓ 0.038| ∓ 7/2〉+ 0.646| ± 7/2〉
|ω1,±〉 = −0.001| ∓ 1/2〉 ∓ 0.473| ± 1/2〉+ 0.805| ∓ 5/2〉 ∓ 0.002| ± 5/2〉 ∓ 0.001| ∓ 7/2〉+ 0.358| ± 7/2〉
|ω2,±〉 = ±0.025| ∓ 1/2〉+ 0.727| ± 1/2〉 ± 0.128| ∓ 5/2〉 − 0.004| ± 5/2〉 − 0.023| ∓ 7/2〉 ± 0.673| ± 7/2〉
|ω3,±〉 = ±0.614| ∓ 3/2〉+ 0.789| ± 3/2〉
Fit 2:
|ω0,±〉 = 0.075| ∓ 1/2〉 ± 0.582| ± 1/2〉 − 0.528| ∓ 5/2〉 ± 0.068| ± 5/2〉 ∓ 0.078| ∓ 7/2〉+ 0.604| ± 7/2〉
|ω1,±〉 = 1| ± 3/2〉
|ω2,±〉 = ∓0.574| ∓ 1/2〉 − 0.034| ± 1/2〉 ∓ 0.047| ∓ 5/2〉+ 0.803| ± 5/2〉+ 0.149| ∓ 7/2〉 ∓ 0.009| ± 7/2〉
|ω3,±〉 = −0.004| ∓ 1/2〉 ∓ 0.570| ± 1/2〉+ 0.263| ∓ 5/2〉 ∓ 0.002| ± 5/2〉 ∓ 0.005| ∓ 7/2〉+ 0.779| ± 7/2〉
CEF Hamiltonian neglects any interactions beyond the single-
ion level, such as exchange-induced dispersion [69], which is
the likely origin of the splitting and a further reflection of the
sizable Yb-exchange interactions in this material. We note
here though that more complicated forms of disorder in the
local structure generating this CEF splitting cannot be com-
pletely excluded by the present data.
Low-energy magnetic excitations
In order to investigate the correlated spin dynamics of the
Yb-moments, low-energy inelastic neutron scattering mea-
surements were performed below 100 mK. Figures 4 and sup-
plemental Figures S1 and S2 show the field-dependent evolu-
tion of the INS spectrum of NaYbO2 powder across a series
of fields spanning from 0 T to 10 T. H = 0, 5, and 10 T data
sets were counted ≈ 8 times longer relative to other fields in
Fig. 4, and the temperature stabilized between T = 67 to 100
mK across this field range.
At zero-field, NaYbO2 contains a continuum of excitations
from the quantum disordered ground state that evolve into
the up-up-down ordered phase as previously reported [2].
The diffuse continuum is centered about the two-dimensional
magnetic zone center Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) with a bandwidth of
approximately 1 meV. With increasing field at base tempera-
ture, the spectral weight condenses and splits, with part of it
coalescing into the elastic line and part of it pushed upward
within a nearly flat, powder-averaged band near 1 meV in the
ordered state (Figure 4). Upon exiting the ordered state at 10
T, the remaining resolvable scattering in this energy window
primarily resides above the two-dimensional magnetic zone
center Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) (|Q| = 1.25 A˚−1) and the (0, 0, 3)
Bragg peak (|Q| = 1.15 A˚−1).
Figure 5 further parameterizes the spectral shift under field
via momentum-averaged, energy cuts. In Fig. 5a the low-
energy spectral weight endemic to the 0 T quantum disordered
ground state can be seen to diminish and pushes upward in
energy with increasing field. Data integrated about the two-
dimensional magnetic zone center Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) show
a pile-up of spectral weight near Epeak = 0.25 meV in the
quantum disordered phase which continuously shifts upward
upon approaching the ordered phase. Prior heat capacity data
[2] demonstrate that gapless excitations necessarily persist be-
low this peak in the fluctuation spectrum, and it is reminiscent
of deconfined spinons coexisting with fluctuations associated
with short-range antiferromagnetic correlations simulated in
variational Monte Carlo studies of triangular lattice models
[70].
Looking at higher energies, Fig. 5b illustrates the upward
shift of the flat band of powder-averaged modes associated
with up-up-down order. Increasing field pushes the high fre-
quency mode upward consistent with linear spin wave calcu-
lations discussed later in this paper and with prior nonlinear
spin wave treatment of the up-up-down state [71]. Upon ap-
proaching the upper-field phase boundary for the up-up-down
state, this band broadens and diminishes, while a second lower
band appears near E = 0.5 meV and shifts downward in en-
ergy with increasing field. This suggests a softening of at least
one branch of modes within the up-up-down state toward the
upper field boundary and disappearance of magnetic order. It
may also presage the existence of an upper field phase bound-
7FIG. 4. Low energy inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectrum S(Q, ~ω) of NaYbO2 powder at varying fields collected on DCS. With
increasing field, NaYbO2 evolves from a gapless quantum disordered ground state (0 2T) into an up-up-down equal moment magnetic
structure (3 8T) and a field-polarized state at high field (9 10T). Data were collected with longer scans at 0, 5, and 10 T to increase resolution.
Detector spurions occur at [0.5 A˚−1, 1.8 meV] and [1.75 A˚−1, 0.4 meV]. Data were collected between 67 100 mK.
ary into another ordered state.
A third, anomalous, feature appears in energy cuts through
the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) position in Fig. 5a. Upon entering
the up-up-down phase, spectral weight appears at an energy
near E = 1.5 meV which is ≈ 3J and far above the ex-
pected single-magnon cutoff. This peak, which we label E∗,
appears in the fully formed up-up-down state [2] and suggests
substantial spectral weight within the multimagnon scattering
channel or an unconventional spin wave mode pulled out of
the continuum [72]. If the origin is two-magnon scattering,
substantial weight present in the longitudinal channel of spin
fluctuations indicates strong magnon-magnon interactions in
this material and would be consistent with the reduction in the
ordered moment due to strong quantum fluctuations.
Field-dependent magnetic order
Upon analyzing the elastic line (E = 0 meV) in Figure 6,
the onset of static magnetic order in NaYbO2 under applied
field can be observed. At 5 T, peaks appear at momentum
transfers corresponding to the Q = (1/3, 1/3, z) positions as
shown in Fig. 6a. The onset and subsequent exit of three-
sublattice order upon cycling the magnetic field upward from
0→ 10 T can be monitored via the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) reflec-
tion shown in Figure 6. This is the strongest magnetic reflec-
tion that does not coincide with a structural Bragg peak, and
it is present in both the collinear up-up-down state as well
as in other noncollinear states such as the canted V-state and
Y-state order detailed in Section IV of this paper. The inten-
sity of this peak is shown in Figure 6b for a field-ramp up at
H = 0, 5, and 10 T and for a field-ramp down from 9 T to
2 T. Data points at 0 and 10 T are placed for reference, as no
integrable intensity is present at those fields. As previously
determined with A.C. susceptibility [2], the powder-averaged
8FIG. 5. (a) Low energy inelastic neutron scattering (INS) of NaYbO2
from CNCS at 5 T plotted on a logarithmic scale showing a weak
third magnetic peak (E∗) centered at 1.5 meV above the flat, powder-
averaged bands from the up-up-down phase. The third magnetic
mode arises from a multi-magnon process convolving the two lower-
energy bands of the up-up-down phase. At 5 T, this multi-magnon
band is readily visible as it is well-separated from the powder-
averaged up-up-down structure. (b) Low |Q|-integrated energy cut
of INS data of NaYbO2 from DCS data (4) showing the evolution of
the flat up-up-down mode as a function of field.
boundary of field-induced magnetic order resides between 2 3
T and 8 9 T which coincides with the onset and disappearance
of the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) peak.
Surprisingly, after cycling the NaYbO2 powder to 10 T
and then returning down to 5 T, the magnetic order stabilized
changes. Specifically, the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peak, previously
absent on cycling the field upward and whose suppression is
indicative of collinear up-up-down order, appears upon cy-
cling the field downward. This new peak coincides with the
onset of the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) peak, and the field evolution
of the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peak is displayed in Figure 6c. This
hysteresis in the onset of magnetic order upon traversing the
upper-field phase boundary from above suggests a first-order
phase line and the appearance of a noncollinear ordered state.
Recent calculations have predicted such a phase boundary into
a coplanar V-state in triangular lattice systems with strong
interplanar exchange coupling [73]; however identifying the
precise spin structure trapped across this first-order phase line
requires future single crystal measurements.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Classical 2D XXZ model
In this section we further the study of the classical phase
diagram of the 2D XXZ model on the triangular lattice in the
presence of field along arbitrary direction. The Hamiltonian
reads
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
JzS
z
i S
z
j + Jxy(S
x
i S
x
j + S
y
i S
y
j )
+D
∑
i
(Szi )
2 −
∑
i
µBgµνB
µSνi ,
(6)
where µ, ν = x, y, z, gµν = diag(gxy, gxy, gz). We have
shown in [2] that the four-term Hamiltonian representing the
2D XXZ model reduces to this one, assuming three-sublattice
order. The main conclusions from our previous study [2] of
this Hamiltonian are: (1) the ground state is a three-sublattice
120◦ structure that (2) evolves into a canted phase with an ex-
ternal field, which becomes a canted up-up-down structure de-
pending on the field strength and direction, and (3) a good fit
to the inelastic neutron scattering powder-averaged spectrum
of NaYbO2 is produced at Jxy = 0.51 meV and Jz = 0.45
meV.
We now use d = a, b, c to label the three sublattices, and
define Sµd = Sn
µ
d , wherend is a unit vector. We further define
Σµ =
∑
d n
µ
d , then the classical ground state is obtained by
minimizing the following quantity
E =
H
3NS2Jxy/2
=A(Σz − hz)2 + (Σx − hx)2
+ (Σy − hy)2 − δ
∑
d
(szd)
2 − C, (7)
where N is the number of sites in the 2D lattice, and we
have defined
A =
Jz
Jxy
, (hx, hy, hz) =
µB
3S
(
gxyB
x
Jxy
,
gxyB
y
Jxy
,
gzB
z
Jz
)
,
δ = A− 1− 2D
3Jxy
, C =
H2zJxy
3J2z
+
H2xy
3Jxy
− 9JxyS2
3S2Jxy
.
(8)
9FIG. 6. (a) Neutron powder diffraction data collected from an elastic line cut on the DCS instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research
with 5 A˚incident neutrons between E = [−1, 1] meV. In zero field, no new magnetic reflections arise. 0T data was collected at 67 mK and
5T data was collected at 74 mK (b-c) Integrated intensity of theQ = (1/3, 1/3, 0) and (1/3, 1/3, 2) peaks respectively upon sweeping field
from 0→ 10 T and 10→ 0 T between 67 mK (0T) and 92 mK (10T). Data were analyzed via Gaussian fits to elastic line DCS data. At 0
and 10 T, there was no observable intensity at the Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) position, indicating NaYbO2 is in its quantum disordered ground state
and field-polarized state, respectively. No quantifiable intensity is ascribable to theQ = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peak on field-ramping from 0→ 10 T.
Though, upon ramping downward 10→ 0 T, theQ = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peak appears between 9 and 3 T.
We then write nd = (sin θd cosφd, sin θd sinφd, cos θd)
and take the derivatives with respect to angular variables,
∂E
∂θd
= 0⇒ −2A(Σz − hz)sxyd + 2(Σx − hx)szd
sxd
sxyd
(9a)
+2(Σy − hy)szd
syd
sxyd
+ 2δszds
xy
d = 0, (9b)
∂E
∂φd
= 0⇒ −2(Σx − hx)syd + 2(Σy − hy)sxd = 0, (9c)
where sxyd = (s
x
d)
2 + (syd)
2 (we will use similar notation for
other quantities). We then have the following two cases:
Case 1: If Σx − hx and Σy − hy do not vanish at the same
time: suppose Σy − hy 6= 0, then we have Σx−hxΣy−hy =
sxd
syd
, the
order is coplanar in the plane containing z axis. Therefore we
are actually minimizing
Ecoplanar = A(Σ
z−hz)2 + (Σxy−hxy)2− δ
∑
d
(szd)
2. (10)
This will be treated in detail below.
Case 2: Otherwise, we have
Σx − hx = Σy − hy = 0. (11)
Plugging this into Eq. (9b), we see that
sxyd [δs
z
d −A(Σz − hz)] = 0, (12)
has four cases, depending on how many sxyd = 0; note that if
two or all three sxyd = 0 then the situation is included in the
first case. Therefore we only need analyze two possibilities.
The first is if sxyd 6= 0 for all d = a, b, c, then we must have
sza = s
z
b = s
z
c =
Ahz
δ − 3A, (13)
In other words, the spins have equal z component. We call
this the “canted-I” phase. This solution should be considered
only when sz = | Ahzδ−3A | ≤ 1 and 3
√
1− (sz)2 ≤ hxy , i.e.
h2xy
9
+
h2z
(3− δ/A)2 ≤ 1. (14)
The ground state manifold is a degenerate 1D parameter
space, resulting from the different ways the xy in-plane vec-
tors satisfy Eq. (11). Note that in this case the three equations
for θd are all independent, but the three equations for φd are
reduced to just two equations. Therefore we should get a 1D
degenerate classical ground state manifold.
The second possibility is to suppose sxya = 0 and s
xy
b =
sxyc ≡ sxy 6= 0, then we must have szb = szc . We call this the
“canted-II” phase. In this case there are already four equations
therefore the spins are uniquely determined, leaving no classi-
cal ground state degeneracy. This solution should be consid-
ered only when sxy =
√
1− (sz)2 ≥ hxy/2, i.e.
h2xy
4
+
(sza − hz)2
(2− δ/A)2 ≤ 1, s
z
a = ±1. (15)
In summary, the classical ground state of the Hamiltonian
(6) can only be one of the following types: coplanar (in which
the order plane must contain the z axis), collinear, “canted-
I” (in which the three spins have the same z component), or
“canted-II” (in which one spin lies along z and the other two
have the same z component). For generic field directions,
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only the “canted-I” states can form a 1D degenerate classical
ground state manifold.
Classical phase diagram
In the following we will set the onsite ion term D = 0,
which means δ = A − 1. We now present a concrete phase
diagram for the Hamiltonian in the (A, hxy, hz) phase space.
For an illustration of the phase diagram, see Fig. 7.
Easy-plane anisotropy: In the easy-plane anisotropy region
(0 < A < 1), the phase diagram has been analytically ob-
tained [2]
h2xy
9 +
h2z
(1/A+2)2 ≥ 1: “paramagnetic” phase;
h2xy
9 +
h2z
(1/A+2)2 < 1: “canted-I” phase.
(16)
The phase boundary is the same as Eq. (14) if we take the
equality. The “paramagnetic” phase has a unique classical
ground state while in the “canted-I” phase the classical
ground states are accidentally degenerate and form a one-
dimensional manifold, subject to the constraints (11) and (13).
Easy-axis anisotropy: In the easy-axis anisotropy region (A >
1), three phases exist: the “paramagnetic” phase, the “Y”
phase and the “V” phase. We define the “V” phase to be such
that two of the spins have identical orientation which is dif-
ferent from the third one, while we define the “Y” phase to
be such that the orientation of each is different from the other
two. In [2] we were able to find the boundary that separates
the “paramagnetic” phase from the “V” and the “Y” phases,
but were unable to find the phase boundary between the latter
two. Here we provide the complete phase diagram:
h2xy
(A+2)2 +
h2z
(1/A+2)2 ≥ 1: “paramagnetic” phase;
h2xy
(A+2)2 +
h2z
(1/A+2)2 < 1: “V” phase;
and hz ≥ hz,0(A, hxy)
hz ≤ hz,0(A, hxy) : “Y” phase,
(17)
where we have defined critical hz,0(A, hxy), which is a func-
tion of A and hxy . hz,0 is determined from the following
group of equations, taking the smallest positive nonzero so-
lution for hz,0:
A(a+ c− hz)
√
1− a2 = a(
√
1− a2 +
√
1− c2 − hxy),
A(2a− hz)
√
1− c2 = c(2
√
1− a2 − hxy),
c = hz − a3(A−1 − 1)− 2a. (18)
the corresponding solution for the other variables a = nza =
nzb and c = n
z
c gives the z component of the three spins in the
“V” phase. The first two equations simply come from the sad-
dle point equation (9b); the last equation originates from the
fact that, at the vicinity of the phase boundary between “V”
and “Y” the energy (10) (note now δ = A− 1) takes the form
Ecoplanar ∼ Const. +O(a− b)3, i.e. when expanding Ecoplanar
in powers of a− b both the first and second order terms must
vanish (in fact the third order vanishes too). The analytical
solution of Eqs. (18) to hz is hard; however, when A is small
enough (A < 2 for a numerical estimation), the solution for
hz can be well approximated by the empirical form
hz =
1
A
(
1− hx
2 +A
)2 [
b+ (1− b)
(
1− hx
2 +A
)]2
(19)
with appropriate choice of b as a fitting parameter. Note in
the limit hxy = 0 (perpendicular field) we recover the result
hz,0 = 1/A for the boundary between the “Y” and the “V”
phases, and hz,1 ≡ 1/A + 2 for the boundary between the
“V” phase and the fully polarized phase [74]. Note also that a
special type of the “V” state, the up-up-down state, should be
distinguished as another distinct phase in the hxy = 0 limit,
but such a phase loses its meaning as soon as an in-plane field
component is turned on.
Applying these results to NaYbO2, which carries easy-
plane exchange couplings Jz = 0.45 meV and Jxy =
0.51 meV, we are left only with two phases: the “canted-I”
phase and the “paramagnetic” phase. The critical field for the
onset of the “paramagnetic” phase is
Bz,c = 21.15 T, Bxy,c = 12.03 T, (20)
and when the field is oriented in other directions, the corre-
sponding critical Bc interpolates between these two values.
We note here that the canted-I phase does not exactly match
the experimentally reported up-up-down state. A slightly
canted up-up-down state can however form within the mani-
fold of allowed canted-I states. This may be beyond the detec-
tion of the current powder measurements, or, alternatively, we
envision that quantum fluctuations or other exchange interac-
tions may lead to a slightly different ground state from those
predicted in the purely 2D classical XXZ phase diagram. De-
spite this difference, the dynamics calculated from the clas-
sical 2D model are likely to be relatively insensitive to small
differences in the ordered phase such as a small degree of non-
collinear canting predicted in the present model.
Spin wave analysis
The two-step averaged dynamic spin structure factor
S(Q,ω) for various field strengths is plotted in Fig. 8. As
we expect that the ground state of NaYbO2 is strongly renor-
malized by quantum fluctuations, this model only captures
features in the field-induced ordered state of NaYbO2 where
quantum fluctuations in the material are suppressed. Three
main features can be observed immediately:
Region 1: Zero energy intensity at the two-dimensional
magnetic zone center Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) (|Q| = 1.25 A˚−1)
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FIG. 7. Classical phase diagram of the 2D XXZ model on a trian-
gular lattice in presence of magnetic field. The 3D phase space is
parametrized by (hxy, A−1, hz), where hxy =
√
h2x + h2y . Only
first octant (hxy ≥ 0, A−1 ≥ 0, hz ≥ 0) is considered. The blue
surface separates the “Y” and the “V” phases; the red plane separates
the phases between the A < 1 and the A > 1 regions; the green sur-
face separates the “canted-I” and the “paramagnetic” phases in the
region A < 1, and the orange surface separates the “V” and the
“paramagnetic” phases in the region A > 1.
can be observed for a large range of field values, indicating
the existence of gapless Goldstone mode at Γ point. The zero
energy intensity is the highest at zero field with a sharp lin-
ear dispersion, and as field starts to increase, such zero energy
intensity decreases, while the intensity at low but finite en-
ergy begins to develop. The zero energy intensity becomes
extremely weak but still observable as the field goes beyond
13 T, and finally vanishes entirely at high field values 22 T.
Such behavior of the gapless intensities can be understood
from the classical ground state: the ground state belongs to
the “canted-I” phase, which forms 1D degenerate ground state
manifold and possesses one Goldstone mode for generic field
directions and strength. As field increases, the configuration
with in-plane field first reaches critical field at 12 T, and the
structure factor of such configuration becomes gapped due to
the vanishing of Goldstone modes. As field further increases,
more and more configurations reach their critical field and be-
come gapped, and at B ∼ 21 T the last gapless configuration
(corresponding to a perpendicular field) vanishes, leaving be-
hind a fully gapped low energy intensities.
Region 2: A flat intensity region is discernible at fields
smaller than ∼ 6 T. At zero field, the flat intensity appears at
energy E ∼ 0.8 meV; as field increases, the flat region starts
to split and form two flat regions, one moving towards higher
energy and the other towards lower energy. The higher en-
ergy flat region approaches E ∼ 1.0 meV at B = 5 T, which
corresponds to the observed flat intensity in neutron scatter-
ing experiments at the same field strength. As field further
increases, the higher and lower energy flat intensities vanish
at B ∼ 6.5 T and ∼ 8.5 T, respectively.
Region 3: The behavior of the intensities at zero momentum
|Q| ∼ 0 change drastically as field is varied. When the field
is small, the zero momentum intensity is weak and at low en-
ergy, resulting a visual downturn from the higher energy flat
intensities. As field increases, the zero momentum intensity
also increases and moves towards higher energies; the down-
turn finally vanishes at B = 5.5 T, resulting a globally flat
intensity across all the plotted momenta. Further increasing
the field will result in an upturn of the zero momentum inten-
sity, meaning the zero momentum intensity further increases
and become the highest energy intensity in the plot. The evo-
lution of the zero momentum intensity is closely related to the
large in-plane component of the field [2]; after the field ex-
ceeds the in-plane critical field Bxy,c, the configuration with
an in-plane field has a gapped spin wave spectrum, which is
responsible for the highly dispersed, high intensity branch of
the plot.
V. DISCUSSION
Crystalline electric field calculations allow for the determi-
nation of characteristics of Yb ions in the single-ion limit. The
two proposed fits for NaYbO2 shown in Table I and Figure 2
are qualitatively comparable. Although the first fit does not
have a physical point-charge basis, it better represents the ob-
served INS data, g-tensor components in Table I, as well as the
observed moment size of 1.36(1) µB in the 5 T magnetically-
ordered up-up-down phase [2]. Discrepencies between this
model and that recently reported by Ding et al. [1] likely arise
from the way the susceptibility was treated in modeling the
data. In the present case, susceptibility data in Fig. 2b were
modeled by incorporating the large θCW field of NaYbO2 [2]
rather than fitting the high temperature part of the susceptibil-
ity, absent exchange.
Within the higher incident energy INS data in Figure 2, ex-
citations out of the CEF ground state do not show resolvable
broadening effects from chemical disorder [43, 67], and all in-
tramultiplet excitations can be indexed. Site mixing changes
to CEF excitations can be roughly parametrized via the point
charge model shown in equation 5, and in supplemental Table
S1 varying degrees of chemical site mixing are shown incor-
porated out to the second shell of ions. At this distance, the
smallest energy shift of a CEF excitation due to disorder in
Table S1 is more than 4 meV, and the disordered CEF doublet
energies do not shift equally under site disorder. Resolving
these shifts and any resulting energy broadening are within
instrumental resolution of the Ei = 150 meV data, and the
absence of broadening in the data constrains any innate chem-
ical disorder in NaYbO2 to be weak. While unresolved, local
disorder can split CEF levels in certain scenarios and its influ-
ence cannot be completely excluded in our present data, prior
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FIG. 8. Linear spin wave theory (LSWT) calculations showing S(Q, ~ω) as a function of field for powder-averaged Yb3+ ions on a two-
dimensional triangular lattice assuming three-sublattice ordering derived from the proposed spin model for NaYbO2 [2]. At 0 T, NaYbO2 does
not show magnetic ordering, and therefore LSWT fails to capture the continuum of excitations from the quantum disordered ground state.
analysis of the average structure of NaYbO2 does not resolve
the necessary disorder.
Instead, the subtle peak splitting observed in the first ex-
cited doublet in the higher resolution Ei = 60 meV of Fig.
3 likely arises from substantial exchange between Yb ions in
NaYbO2. Yb ions reside only∼ 3.35 A˚ apart in NaYbO2 , and
f -orbital overlap can induce CEF dispersion as is commonly
found in closely-spaced non-dilute Ln-ion materials [67, 75].
This effect is not visible in the Ei = 150 meV data as the
instrumental resolution at that energy transfer exceeds the ob-
served splitting of ∼ 2.1 meV for all CEF excitations (Figure
1). A strong exchange-induced splitting in the powder aver-
aged mode energies is consistent with the calculated suscepti-
bilities for the CEF fits in Figure 2 only coinciding with raw
NaYbO2 data if the previously determined θCW = −10.3 K
[2] is implemented. For reference, compared with the other
Yb-based materials, |θCW | is more than two times larger than
YbMgGaO4 ( |θCW | = 4 K) [40–46] and an order of magni-
tude larger than Yb2Ti2O7 (|θCW | = 0.4 K) [67, 76–78].
At lower energies, the zero-field INS spectrum shows a
diffuse continuum of excitations roughly centered about the
Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) position and emblematic of excitations
within a highly frustrated, quantum disordered state [1, 2].
This continuum has a bandwidth of approximately 1 meV,
and it sharply contrasts the expectations of coherent, disper-
sive modes from spin wave analysis of a low temperature
120◦ ordered state (Figure 8). Spectral weight at the K-point
Q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) is present down to the lowest energies re-
solved E = 0.1 meV, however, a peak appears in the spectral
weight of the continuum at E = 0.25 meV. This suggests that
part of the spectrum is gapped, for instance through damped
magnons mixed within the continuum [70], or that this feature
is inherent to the structure factor of the continuum itself.
With increasing field, the ground state degeneracy is
lifted and NaYbO2 enters the classically-understood, ordered
regime. By 2.75 T, evidence for the ordered up-up-down
phase appears as the spin liquid phase recedes, and the INS
data develop a powder-averaged, flat band that increases in
energy with increasing field. This tracks spin wave predic-
tions for the canted up-up-down phase in Figure 8. While
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this band is pushed up, another powder-averaged low energy
band appears pushed downward toward zero energy near the
previously reported high field phase boundary [2]. The mode
softening at this upper field boundary may indicate the ap-
pearance of another, nearby magnetically ordered state prior
to entering the quantum paramagnetic regime. Previous NMR
studies have suggested such a boundary exists [56], and nu-
merical cluster mean-field methods predict a first order bound-
ary into a neighboring V-state near 70% of the saturation field
[79]. The interpolated mode softening occurs near H ≈ 9.5
T which is consistent with the Hsat ≈ 14 T for NaYbO2
[1, 2, 56].
Further supporting the presence of a first-order high-field
phase boundary in NaYbO2, neutron diffraction data plotted
in Fig. 6 demonstrate an irreversibility in spin correlations that
arises upon crossing into the ordered state from the low- ver-
sus the high-field boundaries. The nature of this phase bound-
ary merits further investigation, and it does not appear in the
2D classical phase diagram plotted in Fig. 7. This suggests it
likely derives from interplane coupling terms, consistent with
predictions of numerical mean field models [79]. While the
collinear up-up-down state emerges upon crossing into the or-
dered regime from below, the appearance of the previously ab-
sentQ = (1/3, 1/3, 2) peak upon entering the ordered regime
from above implies a more noncollinear phase, consistent with
a V-phase although single crystal measurements are required
to fully unravel the nature of this hysteretic transition.
Another feature that merits further study with single crys-
tals is the appearance of resolvable magnetic scattering above
the single-magnon cutoff in the up-up-down state. The ability
to resolve a broad band of scattering near 1.5 meV atE∗ ≈ 3J
suggests substantial magnon-magnon interactions and spec-
tral weight transfered into the multimagnon sector of the INS
spectrum [72, 80]. This would be consistent with presence
of strong quantum fluctuations responsible for the reduction
of the ordered moment and for transferring scattering weight
into longitudinal spin fluctuations. Earlier single crystal mea-
surements of the up-up-down state of Ba3CoSb2O9 failed to
identify similar scattering [80], but quantum fluctuations are
likely substantially enhanced in NaYbO2 due to its strong in-
terlayer frustration.
In fact, the ABC stacking sequence of layers in NaYbO2 is
frustrated relative to the AAA stacking in Ba3CoSb2O9 and
related materials [80–86]. Unfrustrated bonds between lay-
ers are generated when ions reside directly above each other
(AAA), while frustration with three equivalent bonds forms
when ions projected onto neighboring sheets reside at the cen-
ters of the triangular lattice. For instance, simulations of Ising
moments on triangular lattice antiferromagnets with ABC
and ABAB stacking have indeed shown that the frustrating
interlayer interaction pushes magnetic ordering lower in tem-
perature in comparison to AAA stacking [87]. Remarkably,
due to its structure-type promoting strong in-plane and inter-
plane frustration, NaYbO2 is joined by a host ofALnQ2 com-
pounds (A = alkali ion, Ln = Lanthanide ion, Q = chalco-
genide anion) to emerge in recent literature [1, 2, 55–61] with
seemingly quantum disordered magnetic ground states. For
instance, both NaYbS2 [61–63] and NaYbSe2 [60] have been
proposed to display quantum spin liquid ground states. Other
Ln species such as Ce [58] and Er [57] have also been inves-
tigated within this lattice type as potential hosts of quantum
disordered magnetic states. This suggests a rich realm of ma-
terials for exploring the XXZ Hamiltonian in equation 6–one
in which in the ALnQ2 compounds of varying local charac-
ter can be used to explore the potential unconventional states
predicted at this frontier.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
NaYbO2 stands as a chemically-ideal quantum spin liq-
uid candidate stabilized on an equilateral triangular lattice.
The intramultiplet structure and CEF ground state doublet of
Yb3+ ions in NaYbO2 comprised of mixed |± 1/2〉, |± 5/2〉,
and | ± 7/2〉 states was identified via high-energy inelastic
neutron scattering measurements. A subtle peak splitting is
identified in the ground state’s excitation spectrum that can-
not be explained by trivial disorder and is, instead, consistent
with weak CEF dispersion due to Yb exchange in this com-
pound. The evolution of the low-energy inelastic spectra of
NaYbO2 is also reported. While low-temperature, zero-field
powder-averaged data reveal a weighted continuum of excita-
tions without magnetic order or spin freezing, upon increasing
field, the spectra evolve into that predicted for an up-up-down
magnetically-ordered phase. At the high-field phase bound-
ary of the ordered state, a field-hysteretic diffraction pattern
appears and suggests a first-order phase boundary into a non-
collinear state. Indications of strong magnon-magnon interac-
tions are shown through the observation of appreciable spec-
tral weight in the multimagnon spectrum of the field-induced
ordered state. Future neutron scattering experiments on sin-
gle crystal specimens of NaYbO2 and related compounds are
highly desired to resolve the detailed phase boundaries and
higher order spin dynamics of the field-stabilized order.
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